
Holmfirth 60 at Wolfstones Heights Farm: responses to questions in informal consultation regarding gates / stiles 
(Repsonses from consultees who supported the application)

Q. 1f: "Were there any gates or stiles in place during the time in which you used the path?   Where were they?"

Ref Name Intitials Response to question 1f  (abbreviated  / redacted where appropriate)

"Not as far as I can remember. There has I think been one at the top [point A] but normally open"

"There was a stile to enter the track from the public road" [point A]

"gates at C until about 5 years ago".  [Likely to be at point B]

"A newish gate was installed at A which incoporated a pedestrian gate on the south side. "

"Sometimes the wide gates at the end of the path near the road [point A]would be closed but there was always a small gate on the left hand side 
heading up to Wolfstones Trig Point allowing pedestrian access." This has now been enclosed in the fence."

"I don't recall any except the gate and adjacent walk-round stile at A. This stile has now been blocked since the path was narrowed... "

"There was a small gate on the right to use [at point A], but there was usually no full width gate across the path as vehicles drove down to the 
houses every day so the gate was never closed. "

"There have been/are no stiles along this section (A to E) of the path in the last 34 years..."  "An additional field gate was erected around point B a 
few years ago (it has now been removed...)  Alongside this field gate was a side gate for pedestrians to use if the field gate was closed (although it 
was most regularly kept open and never restricted use of the whole path by walkers)...  This field gate was regularly  /usually open..."

[In reference to gates at point B:] ". I think there was a farm gate and a narrower one for walkers to use.".  [In reference to point A:]  "...for most 
of the time I have used it, no gates closed at the road end."... "When the present gates were first installed, perhaps five years ago, a slip-around 
was provided for walkers on its south side. But even then, the gate mostly stood open so the full width was used."

[During ownership by two previous named landowners] " there were no gates at point B.These have been introduced by..." [the current 
landowner, name redacted
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